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Organization
of the blog

The blog reflects
pristine order. Readers
can find whatever they
are looking for with
no trouble at all, and
it’s a delight to search.
The table of contents
is clear and helpful.

The blog is relatively
well laid out, but
labels or titles may
be missing or the
sidebar may by
messy. Table of
contents may be
partial.

The blog is
confusing; little
attention has been
paid to clarity or
guiding the reader.
Table of contents
may be missing.

The blog is
disorganized
and chaotic. It is
difficult to even
tell if requirements
have been fulfilled.

Writing
quality

The work on the blog
reflects the highest
level of writing
mechanics, shows
independent thought
and critical thinking,
and goes well above
and beyond the
requirements.

The work on the
blog is thoughtprovoking and
interesting, but
also has a variety
of mistakes and is
perhaps lacking
depth. Only the
barest minimum has
been completed.

The work on the
blog reflects roughdraft-level work, is
full of spelling and
grammar mistakes,
and lacks depth.

The work on the
blog is barely
adequate.

Content
elements

Every element is
included as well as
several additional
elements as suggested
and as invented by
the writer. The content
is above and beyond
the requirements.

Possibly one or
two elements are
missing, or the
pieces are not long
or in-depth enough.

Some important
portfolio elements
are missing.

Many, if not most,
elements are
missing.

Reflection
and response

In-depth, thoughtful
reflection and a
wonderful use of
time and words to
respond to classmates
are demonstrated,
above and beyond the
requirements.

A complete
reflection and
basic responses
to classmates are
present.

Weak rudimentary
reflection and
incomplete
responses to
classmates are
present.

No reflection is
included, and
the responses to
classmates are
poor.

